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The 8x42 Compact Binoculars are the ideal companion for travelling and sightseeing, as well as 
special occasions such as air shows, public speaking events and concerts. 

Product Checklist

The following items are included:

- 1 x Binoculars
- 1 x Case
- 1 x Soft Cloth
- 1 x Packing Box

To Focus Binoculars

1. Use the middle dial on your binoculars for focus.
2. Keep adjusting until you have reached the desired level of focus.
3. Use the dial on the right hand lens of your binoculars for increased accuracy in focusing.

Cleaning and Maintenance

1. When wiping the lenses, use the lens cloth included or a soft, lint-free cloth.
2. To remove any dirt or smudges, add one or two drops of isopropyl alcohol to the cloth.
3. Store your binoculars in a moisture-free area.



KABIN04
8X42

Magnification  8x
Eye width(IPD)  (mm) 56-72
Field of View     (ft/m) 366/122
Field of View (degree) 7°
Eye Relief   (mm) 17.5
Exit Pupil Diameter  (mm) 4.75
Resolution-On Axis(soa) <=9"
Objective Lens Diameter  (mm) 43
Close Focus Distance (m) 7
Coating Type Fully  coated
Weight (grams) 575
Water/fog proof 1m 5min
Size class Standard
Focus system Center
Prism system Roof(BK4)
Eyecups Twist-Up
Adapt to tripod No
Product Size (mm) 131x57x163

Warnings / Disclaimers

-  Please treat lenses and other fragile components with care and clean in accordance with the 
instructions. Avoid exposing to extreme conditions for extended periods of time. Doing so may 
affect operation/sight clarity.

- Do not disassemble the product.

- Any misuse of the product will void warranty. In the event of product misuse, Kogan will not be
responsible for damage or injury if applicable.

- If you believe the binoculars have malfunctioned or require repair, please refrain from 
attempting to repair it yourself. Refer all servicing matters to the Kogan Customer Support 
Team.


